Discover
Kiremko
Quality

Discover the
Kiremko quality
Pushing the
boundaries
within your
specifications

Constant innovation allows us to set the
standard in the market every time. In
this way we closely study each potato
processing procedure, in order to develop
and produce machines that are efficient,
save water & energy, but also are low in
maintenance, without sacrificing the quality
of the end product. That is what Kiremko’s
quality is all about.

Total solutions that will lead you ahead
French fries, both frozen and fresh, potato chips, flakes,
pellet snacks, and many other potato products require a
specific processing procedure.
We offer reliable comprehensive solutions, from the infeed
of potatoes to the packaging lines for end products. From
design and production to the installation of complete
processing lines, factory upgrades, expansion of capacity
and individual machines. We push the technological
boundaries with your specific requirements as a starting
point and guarantee reliability and continuity. In that way
we get the best out of the potato and your production
process.
At Kiremko we challenge ourselves every day to improve
potato processing. By improving our own process and
know how, we are able to enjoy in the success of our
customers. ■
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United Kingdom
Kiremko

The global
strength of
Kiremko

Russia
Kiremko/Tolsma
China
Kiremko/Tolsma
Customer support office

North America
Idaho Steel Products
Netherlands
Kiremko

India
Kiremko/Tolsma

North America
Reyco Systems

China
Kiremko/Tolsma
Customer sales office

Behind Kiremko is a worldwide network
of reliable partners and suppliers. Thanks
to the cooperation with Idaho Steel

“

Products, Reyco Systems and various

Teamwork is not simply
a word to us, but the key

”

to success.

other strategic partners, we always have
the latest technology at our disposal. We
also continuously stimulate manufacturers
of machines and components to work

Kiremko team

Strategic partners

Project management

The Kiremko team consists
of specialists who are skilled
in their field and operate
worldwide.

Kiremko cooperates with
strategic partners to offer you
a total solution.

Our project managers guide
your project from start to finish,
regardless of your choice for a
standard solution or customized
project.

›

›

together, so that we can offer total solutions

›

of the same quality - whatever your wishes
and requirements may be.
In addition to the presence in the American market, we
have joined forces with Tolsma-Grisnich and established
offices in China, India and Russia. ■

Processing line

Kiremko network

Reliable

Through our knowledge and
experience we are able to
supply efficient production lines.
The technology comes from
our Research & Development
department.

We have a worldwide network
of local representatives with
whom we work together.

Providing process solutions that
have proven their reliability,
guarantees the continuity of
your production process.

›

›

›

www.kiremko.com
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Peeling

Washing

Destoning

Cutting
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5.1

Mechanical sorting
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5.2

Optical sorting

Every process
is unique
Process automation
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Blanching

Better in potato processing
Potato processing involves a large
number of processes. We offer solutions

Process control

for all these processes and integrate
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them into a complete innovative and

Adding
additives

reliable processing line.

Flavouring

“
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Drying

K
 nowledge of the process
means continuity for your

Forming
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Coating

production process and
the right investment in
sustainable technologies.

”

Handling
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www.kiremko.com
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Cooling and
freezing
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Frying

Defatting
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Innovation and improvements are in the
Kiremko genes. Every day we are looking
for even better solutions. In addition to yield

French fries
French fries are available in all shapes
and sizes. From fresh, frozen to coated
product.

and quality, we also focus on efficiency and

Innovative
processes

cost reduction. More attention is being paid
to sustainable technologies, such as energy
and water recovery systems.

Coated French fries
Coating is used with, amongst other
things, French fries, sweet potato and
parsnip to make the product crispier or
to add flavour.

Nothing is impossible, that is why we continue to innovate

Potato chips

in order to get the best result out of your production

Potato chips are a versatile potato
product. Good potato chips have the
right ‘cracking’, size, colour, taste and
freshness.

process. With our knowledge of the potato process, we
are able to develop innovative production processes.
In this way we produce your processing line, with a
high-quality end product as a starting point, in which

Potato flakes

each machine stands for inventiveness and reliability.

Potato flakes are important ingredients
for numerous applications, including
stackable chips and extruded snacks.

We continue to innovate and develop to offer you the best
total solution. ■

Formed potato products
Various shapes and sizes, made from
mashed potato or potato flakes.

Pellet snacks
The frying of pellet snacks based on
potato, cassava or corn is an accurate
process.

Every country and every customer is unique.
That is why we develop a processing line
for every project that at least meets the
minimum requirements and regularly exceeds

Fresh cut and pre-cooked
potato products
Various applications, from potato slices
to halved or diced potatoes.

expectations.
Specialties
Mash, hash browns, Reibekuchen and
Tater tots; potato products that are
produced in a special way.
www.kiremko.com
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Share
knowledge,
multiply
success

Our know how
is at your disposal.

We help you by making the

Own production, laboratory

right decisions by sharing our

and training facility

knowledge, specialist information

In our state-of-the-art production
facility in the Netherlands

and reliable data with you.

(> 10,000 m2) we have our

Whether it concerns a new factory

own laboratory. We now have

or an upgrade of your existing
processing line, the information
you need often goes beyond the

the opportunity to continuously
perform tests and provide
training.
Complete installation

specifications of machines or lines.

The Kiremko service team

Kiremko Project Development is

travels around the world

your knowledge partner.

to install processing lines
themselves. The Kiremko
standard in terms of quality,

Our know how of potato features, varieties
and processing, specific locational

hygiene and safety is always
the point of focus. ■

circumstances worldwide and intended end
products is at your disposal. In addition,
we are pleased to provide you with insight
performance-enhancing aspects, such as
technology, energy, environment and logistics.

www.kiremko.com
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At Kiremko, we challenge ourselves every
day to further improve the processing of

Create a better
world for
people, planet
and potato ...

potatoes. That means we not only work on
new machines and production lines but
also on our customers’ success.

Kiremko Fair Future,
consciously doing business
with the future in mind.

We would like to inform you about the sustainable way in
which we do this, because we believe that this is the only
way for a modern company like ours to progress. And
because Kiremko’s stable future depends on motivated
employees, a healthy planet and the best potatoes being
processed by customers.
We make conscious choices to serve our own interest
and that of our customers. Our solutions comply with
the strict environmental standards for new factories and
production lines.
Together with our clients we are working towards a
circular economy, one step at a time. Until this has
been accomplished, we will keep looking for new ways
to reduce and recycle waste flows, energy and water
consumption.
Consciously doing business to create a better world. That
is a Fair Future for Kiremko. ■

“

Together with our clients
we are working towards a
circular economy.

”

www.kiremko.com
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Our
offices

Head office

United States of America

Kiremko B.V.

Idaho Steel Products Co. Inc.

Waardsedijk Oost, 3417 XJ MONTFOORT

255E. Anderson Street

P.O. Box 5, 3417 ZG MONTFOORT

ID83401, Idaho Falls

The Netherlands

IDAHO, United States of America

Tel: +31 (0)348 - 47 94 00

Tel: +1 (0)208 522 1275

E-mail: kiremko@kiremko.com

E-mail: isp@idahosteel.com

United Kingdom

Reyco Systems Inc.

Kiremko (UK) Limited

1704 Industrial Way

Rectory Farm Cottage

ID83605, Caldwell

35A Rectory Lane, Breadsall

IDAHO, United States of America

DERBY DE21 5LL, United Kingdom

Tel: +1 (0)208 795 5700

Tel: +44 (0)1302 77 29 29

E-mail: info@reycosys.com

E-mail: sales.uk@kiremko.com
China
Kiremko (Beijing) Trading Co. Ltd.
(Business Support, Spare Parts, Projects)
Suite 1107, Jiamei Center,
Yards No. 16, Guangshun Nan Avenue,
Chao Yang District, 100102 BEIJING, China
Tel: +86 10 8476 3126
Mob: +86 1521 0314 527 / +86 1381 1846 597
E-mail: salessupport.china@kiremko.com
China Sales Office
Suite 810, Beijng Silver Tower, No.2
Dong San Huan Bei Lu
Chao Yang District 100027 BEIJING, China
Tel: +86 10 6410 6386
E-mail: atkf@atkf.com
India
Kiremko India Representative Office
B-80-FF, Lajpath Nagar, 1st
110024 NEW DELHI, India
Tel: +91 11 298 11882
Tel: +91 11 298 20345
E-mail: kiremkoindia@gmail.com
Russian federation
Kiremko/Tolsma Office
Raduzhniy, 32, Kolomna
140483, MOSKOU REGION
Russian Federation
Tel: +7 499 347 8584
E-mail: safant@yandex.ru

www.kiremko.com
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Waardsedijk Oost 28, P.O. Box 5, 3417 ZG Montfoort, The Netherlands
+31 (0)348 47 94 00, kiremko@kiremko.com, www.kiremko.com
No part of this brochure may be reproduced: stored in a database or retrieval system, or published, in any form or in any way, without written permission of Kiremko B.V.
The data published in this brochure, answers to the most recent information at the moment of publishing and are subject to future modification. Kiremko reserves the right to modify the
construction and execution of their products at any time without any obligation on their part to modify any equipment delivered before accordingly.

